
Compact, roll-up case
Small and less bulky. Easy to carry. Perfect for storing tools and equipment.
18 pockets tool bag to carry various tools such as pliers, screwdriver, wrench,
scissors, etc.
Gusseted pocket for easy tool storage. Improve work efficiency and protect tools.



Ideal pearl case for keeping pearls, jade, and tortoiseshell
A good environment for storing pearls is one that has low levels of light (ultraviolet 
rays) and humidity (changes in humidity).
It has the 3 principles of care:
“wiping”, “humidity control”, and “dark storage”.

Ultra-micro fibers press down on the pearls from top and bottom and absorb dirt.

Tips to keep Pearl
Pearls have a low Mohs hardness of 3.5, so they should be stored in a jewelry box 
with a compartment to prevent them from contacting other gems. Pearls should not 
be stored in extreme dryness, high temperature, high humidity, or constant exposure 
to sunlight.
If pearls are placed in a dry place, they will shrink as they lose moisture and wither. If 
this dryness and humidity are repeated, cracks may appear in the layer. In addition, 
pearls may become discolored or lose their luster under the influence of heat or 
ultraviolet rays. Therefore, avoid storing them in sunlight or under fluorescent lights.

Acrylic loose case with a luxurious look.
The mat inside the case is reversible in black and white, so you can use it according 
to the color of your loose.
With the included pin, the case can be angled, making it a great loose case for 
exhibitions and events.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grvz1lbd5fc

Hang a necklace or pendant on the hooks inside the bag.
Keep it in place while preventing it from getting tangled.



Convenient ZIP BAG for writing important matters or to sort by product, as White 
spaces can be written with a ballpoint pen.
The thickness of the film is 0.04mm and 0.08mm. Please select the size that best 
suits your needs.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aRuLZRBR7kg



Ideal for displaying many clocks and viewing them from the front.
The shelf does not have a front cover and is easy to put in and take out the watches.
A simple designed clear shelf makes watches look beautiful. 
It comes with 12 watch stands.

Compact steel bur cases. Can store and pick up what you want quickly.
Model CP20 has a separate cell for each bur. Model Red places the sponge cushion.

Sawblade case made of wood. Store your blades nicely without damage.
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